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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
Due to a wide range of potential applications as well as academic challenges, face recognition has attracted much attention during the last decade. Despite great progress has been made in design of scheme robust to expressions and aging of subjects, partial occlusions, illuminations and inaccurate registrations, most of them aimed at recognizing faces in high quality image. Once coping with degraded images caused by such as blur, low resolution, noise etc, the performance will decline dramatically. Hence, in this paper, we will focus on robust blurred and low resolution face recognition.
There roughly exist three categories of frameworks in literature to handle face recognition from blurred and low resolution image. The first category is to deblur or superresolve an image, then feed the restored image to the recognition engine [1, 2] . While the separated scheme is straightforward, it is not a best choice for the goal of image restoration is not consistent with that of recognition. And even worse, especially for blurred image, if the blur model is unknown or complex, notable artifacts introduced by deblurring will in fact decline the recognition performance. The second category is to do a direct recognition from blurred or low resolution image without deblurring or super resolving.
Zhang et al [3] presented a joint blind restoration and recognition framework based on sparse representation. Once blur kernel is estimated, it is used to blur the training set to generate a blur dictionary and the sparse coding of the blurred face using the blur dictionary is determined to give recognition result. Moreover, the kernel is estimated iteratively in a close loop. Sun et al [4] also explored the blind blurred image recognition in which two frameworks are investigated.
One is first to infer the kernel as a separate step, then the kernel is used to generate a data dictionary and an adaptive SIFT feature dictionary is also obtained accordingly. The other is to integrate the kernel estimation and the adaptive SIFT dictionary inference into a common model. The two steps are alternatively executed until stop criterion is reached.
The main drawback of works in [3] and [4] is the low efficiency since the time consumption of blurring operation is heavy. Li et al [5] learned two coupled mapping matrix that mapped a pair of high and low resolution image to a unique feature space. The target of the couple mapping matrix is to make the distance between two points in feature space as close as possible provided that they are corresponding to a pair of high and low resolution version of a same image. The efficiency of the approach is high and superresolving is not necessary, but the mapped feature is global not being benefit for recognition. The last category is to extract blur invariant or insensitive features. Heikkilä et al analyzed Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) descriptor robust to centrally symmetric blur [6] . LPQ relied on short-term of Fourier transform (STFT). They noticed that the local quantized phase is nearly invariant in low frequency band. Clearly, phase information alone is not appropriate since magnitude is also very useful even more important for recognition demonstrated by work [7] . Lei et al proposed Local Frequency Descriptor (LFD) that both magnitude and phase are extracted [8] . Similar to Local Binary Pattern encoding relative relations between two pixels [9] , LFD is defined in terms of relations of STFT of two neighboring pixels and declared to be insensitive to arbitrary type of blur kernel.
Our idea stems from the work in [8] . It has been shown that LFD is effective for recognizing low resolution face to a certain extent. We notice that the correlations between frequencies are useful especially for improving performance of low resolution and blurred face recognition. Furthermore, for a given tested image, a descriptor that is the most insensitive Once a binary string is obtained, it will be encoded into an integer. Finally, all integers in an area are pooled into a histogram. Based on the magnitude of STFT ( )
at u and x, the enhance lmd (elmd) is defined as follows:
where k denotes the focused spatial position and m denotes the position of one of neighbors of pixel positioned at k. depending on the binary relations, elmd is encoded as an integer: 
where u p denotes principal FP and u c denotes its correlated FP. Similarly, based on the phase of STFT ( ) , u x P at u and x, the enhance lpd (elpd) is defined as follows: non-overlapping sub-regions and a total of 16×12=192 regional label histograms are generated and concatenated into a long feature vector. Considering the both factors, the dimension of this feature vector will be 192×4096 for both magnitude and phase! Naturally, the major drawback of Enhance LFD is the substantially increased dimension compared with LFD. The extremely high dimension will introduce curse of dimensionality and make the feature unstable.
We tackle the issue with a learning scheme: depending on The specific number of valid bins will be explained in experiment section. 
Multi-scale Competition
Another limitation of LFD is that it uses a fixed window size of STFT. In other words, it is single scale. Obviously, it is not reasonable since the degradations of the tested image will vary greatly so that the most insensitive scale corresponding to each tested image would be much different.
In following, we will give an analysis about the role of scale on the recognition performance.
A low resolution or blurred image ( ) x g could be modeled as a convolution between a high quality image ( ) x f and a blur kernel function ( )
Assume we focus on two positions x i and x j and two local regions centered at the two positions. In terms of STFT, the Fourier transforms of two local regions in ( ) x f are as follows: [ ]
where K( ) u denotes Fourier transform of ( ) x k . For a same frequency u k , the blur invariant hold due
Nevertheless, the blur operation is followed by local area extraction in practice which means that:
obviously, the blur insensitive will be destroyed.
However, we can make ( ) To prove the feasibility of the scheme, the first candidate confidences of all scales for four correctly recognized samples and four wrongly recognized samples are shown in Fig.   5 respectively. Fig. 5(a) implies that the maximum confidence or two largest confidences is significantly larger than the others for correctly recognized sample whereas the discrepancy between the maximum confidence and the others is trivial for wrongly recognized samples shown in Fig. 5(b) .
From another aspect illustrated in Though we do not focus on issue of classifier in this paper, the performance of adopted classification approach is rather important. Hence, we implement a classification scheme that slightly different from [12] since we only take the reconstruction errors as recognition distance as follows:
Step 1: Calculate optimal coding α for tested sample y upon dictionary D with l2-norm regularization: we set λ=0.01.
Step 2 
Parameters Setting
The single scale is set as 11×11 and the multiple scales 1 and table 2 . In both tables, lmd/lpd with suffix "s" refers to single scale and "c" refers to multi-scale competition. Accordingly, elmdc and elpdc refer to elmd and elpd with multi-scale competition respectively.
TABLEⅠ. ACCURATE RATES OF YALE (%) TABLEⅡ. ACCURATE RATES OF FERET (%)
• Single scale versus multi-scale competition
From the comparison of single scale and multi-scale competition, the great improvements achieved by the latter fully indicate that the feasibility and necessity of this strategy.
• LFD versus Enhance LFD using multi-scale competition On average, in the scenario of multi-scale competition, results of both databases have proved the performance of elmd is superior to lmd but elpd is only slightly advantage over even inferior to lpd for FERET and Yale respectively.
This may be owing to much less number of histogram bins of elpd and lack of discriminant analysis. This result indicates that if adequate discriminant analysis is implemented, the performance of elpd will surpass that of lpd and the advantage of elmd will be further increased. 
Ⅴ. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

